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In her novel, Persuasion, Jane Austen views the vice of vanity as blinding towards the true nature and intentions of 
others.  Vanity is an impediment to forming real, meaningful relationships, such as the relationships Anne has with 
Mrs. Smith and Lady Russell, which are relationships in which each person has a selfless concern for the well-being 
of the other.  Sir Walter and Elizabeth, who embody vanity in the novel, fail to ever attain the sorts of fulfilling 
relationships Anne is able to develop, because they are so particular with the sort of people they associate 
themselves with.  Their particularity and their vanity impede them from forming true friendships.    
 
The characters in the novel that possess vanity are blinded to the faults of those that possess vice and the goodness 
of those that possess virtue.  Sir Walter and Elizabeth are blind to Anne’s virtuous character because she does not 
possess the good looks that Sir Walter and Elizabeth deem indicative of a person’s character and worth.  However, 
in the case of Mr. Elliot, Sir Walter and Elizabeth’s vanity blinds them to the suspicions Anne has of Mr. Elliot’s 
return.  Sir Walter and Elizabeth are all too quick to forgive Mr. Elliot for his transgression which so affected and 
angered them years ago.  Mr. Elliot is so easily forgiven, his offenses so readily overlooked, because the value Mr. 
Elliot has to Sir Walter and Elizabeth is not based on his behavior towards them, but rather, on his social standing, 
his wealth, his physical appearance.  This seems to be the criteria that Sir Walter and Elizabeth have for forming 
relationships, as also demonstrated in their disposition towards their cousins, the Dalrymples and Miss Carteret.  
Sir Walter and Elizabeth take great pains to accommodate the Dalrymples simply because an association with the 
Dalrymples further validates and improves Sir Walter’s social merit.  However, these cousins are awkward, dull, 
and unaccomplished, and Sir Walter essentially loses his own self-respect out of awe for the Dalrymples and out of 
putting in so much effort to renew their acquaintance.   
 
Although Sir Walter and Elizabeth “had their great cousins…to resort to for comfort…they must long feel that to 
flatter and follow others, without being flattered and followed in turn, is but a state of half enjoyment” (234).  The 
people that Sir Walter and Elizabeth choose to associate with lack a desire for anything more than acquaintance 
and are equally vain, which is why Sir Walter and Elizabeth are unable to form genuine, fulfilling relationships 
with others.  Mr. Elliot turns out to be vile, selfish, and conniving, only having returned to Sir Walter because he 
wanted social status in addition to the wealth he acquired through his first marriage.  Had Sir Walter and Elizabeth 
not been so enamored with their own social rank, they would not have so eagerly welcomed Mr. Elliot back into 
the family.  Had they not been so full of the vice of vanity, they would have chosen their company much the way 
Anne chooses her company; based on virtue and good character, and not on looks, wealth, and social standing.  
Unfortunately, because of Sir Walter’s particularity in choosing their company, and for Elizabeth, in choosing who 
to marry, both characters are, at the end of the novel, alone.  Elizabeth never marries, for “no one of proper 
condition has since presented himself to raise even the unfounded hopes which sunk with him” (234).    
 
On the other hand, Anne, who does not possess vanity, but rather, humility, has attained exactly what Sir Walter 
and Elizabeth could not.  Who Anne chooses to befriend is not restricted by criteria such as social status and 
wealth; good company, to Anne, consists of “well-informed people, who have a great deal of conversation” (140).  
Anne looks past social status when choosing who to associate herself with; this is precisely how she fell in love with 
Captain Wentworth eight years ago when he still lacked social standing, and this was also how chose to visit Mrs. 
Smith, who proved to be a genuine, amiable, and helpful companion, not only during her time at Bath, but long 
after her marriage to Captain Wentworth.   “Their marriage, instead of depriving [Mrs. Smith] of one friend, 
secured her two.  She was their earliest visitor in their settled life”(235).  Anne’s friendships are honest and 
lasting, and it is because Anne does not possess vanity, is not impeded by vanity, that she is able to form these sorts 
of relationships.    
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